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Hey Junior Rangers!
Make sure when returning the materials you 
collected back to nature you remove any glue, 
googly eyes, blue tack, stickers or glitter you 
may have stuck on! Leaving these things on 
can harm our environment! 

As a Junior Ranger it is really important to appreciate the beauty 
of the natural environment. A way we can look at that beauty in 
more detail is by using things we collect from the ground to create 
craft and artworks. 

Using natural materials from the environment is a much more 
sustainable way to craft rather than using paper, stickers, glitter 
and other materials to make artworks.

There are many beautiful things that nature offers us every day 
and with a bit of inspiration we can use those to create artworks. 

 What you will need: 
• Leaves
• Flowers
• Sticks
• Berries
• Gumnuts
• Any other natural elements on 

the ground
• Blue tack to keep tricky things in 

place
• Google Eyes for fun

What to do: 
1. Think of a creature you would 

like to make
2. Decide what things you have 

collected will best suit the 
creatures features (e.g. flower 
petals for ears, sticks for legs, 
leaves for wings)

3. Arrange to make your creature

Make your own animal nature craft 
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You could create patterns or designs like these nature Mandalas examples below.  What else can you make using natural materials? 

Hey Junior Rangers......Did you know? 
Nature craft gets us to use our senses. 
It helps us identify different textures, 
colours, sizes and even smells!

  Add in border features   Start filling in with large pieces   Fill in the gaps with little pieces

  Collect your materials   Start with the border & centre21

543

Try making shapes or outlines, of your 
favourite Australian animals.




